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Welcome!

Scenic Regional Library offers eBooks and eAudiobooks through Overdrive, a digital collection company that partners with libraries. Overdrive has introduced an app, called Libby, and the purpose for this help guide is to provide you with the information you need to use it.

What is Libby?

Libby is an app designed by Overdrive and is used to browse and borrow Overdrive titles from Scenic Regional Library. The app is available for Apple devices (iOS 9.0 or newer), and Android devices (4.4 or newer).

Please note that using the Libby app to browse and borrow Libby titles is optional. If you would rather continue using the Overdrive app, you most certainly can.

Libby's Offerings to Scenic Regional Library Patrons

Since Libby is an Overdrive app, patrons get the same offerings through Libby as they would through Overdrive. Any SRL patrons who have library accounts in good standing can access Libby. Patrons are allowed to borrow seven titles at once. Patrons can also place seven titles on hold at one time. Once borrowed, patrons can keep titles for 14 days.

Downloading the Libby App to Your Mobile Device

If you are using an Apple device (iPad or iPhone), go the App Store and search for Libby by Overdrive. Once you find it, tap “Get” or the button that looks like a cloud with a down arrow in it.

If you are using an Android device (Samsung, Tracfone, etc.), go to the Google Play Store and search for Libby by Overdrive. Once you find it, tap “Install.”
Logging into the Libby App

Follow these steps to log into the Libby App.

1. Tap on the Libby App icon.

2. Tap “Yes.”

3. Tap “I’ll Search For a Library.”
Logging into the Libby App, continued

4. Tap in the field to get a keyboard and enter “Scenic Regional Library.”

5. Tap “Scenic Regional Library.”

6. Tap “Enter Library Account Details.”
Logging into the Libby App, continued

7. Enter your library card number.
8. Tap “Sign In.”

9. Tap “Next.”
Libby Mobile App Tour

Most of the functions you will use in the Libby App can be accessed from the app home page. The subsequent several pages of this guide contain explanations and screen shots of the various elements of the Libby App.

Search Feature – Tapping here allows you to search by book title, author, or keyword.

Libby Menu – Tapping on the Libby logo displays a menu of account options.
Libby Mobile App Tour, continued

Preferences – Tapping here drops down a list of preferences you can apply to the collection. Set any you’d like and then tap “Apply Preferences.”

![Preferences](image1)

Explore – Tapping here takes you to the Explore page which allows you to narrow down the collection with several filters.

![Explore](image2)
**Libby Mobile App Tour, continued**

**Collection Window** – Area that displays the collection of titles available.

**Library** – Tapping on this takes you to the collection of titles available.

**Currently Reading Shortcut** – Tapping here takes you to what you are currently reading or listening to at the place you left off. Once you have opened a title, the title’s cover image will appear here.
Libby Mobile App Tour, continued

**Shelf** – Tapping here takes you to your bookshelf where you can access your currently borrowed titles, holds, and tags.
Borrowing Titles Using the Search Feature

Follow these steps to borrow a title from the collection using the search feature.

1. Tap “Search For A Book.”

2. Enter in your search words. Libby will try to guess what you are typing and if you see what you are searching for in Libby’s suggestions, you can tap on that.
Borrowing Titles Using the Search Feature, continued

3. Find the title you want and tap “Borrow.”

4. Tap “Borrow” to confirm.
Borrowing Titles Using the Search Feature, continued

5. Tap on “Open Book,” “Keep Browsing,” or “Go To Shelf.”

Notes

- If the title you want is not available, tap “Place Hold” to put the title on hold.
- To see a description of a title, tap on the book cover.
- Tap “Tag” to label the book as one you like (thumbs up), dislike (thumbs down), or want to read (stack of three books).
- Audiobooks are indicated by earbuds under the book cover. If you do not see earbuds, the title is an eBook.
- You can filter the results you see by using the “Preferences” and “Refine” options.
Borrowing Titles Using the Explore Feature

Follow these steps to borrow a title from the collection using the explore feature.

1. Tap “Explore.”

2. Tap on any of the Explore options. Note that some options on this page take you to a list of titles immediately and other options will prompt you to choose more filters before giving you titles from which to choose.
Browsing Titles Using the Explore Feature, continued

3. Tap on any cover at the top or from the list at the bottom.

4. Tap “Borrow.”
Borrowing Titles Using the Explore Feature, continued

5. Tap “Borrow” to confirm.

Notes

• If the title you want is not available, tap “Place Hold” to put the title on hold.

• Tap “Tag” to label the book as one you like (thumbs up), dislike (thumbs down), or want to read (stack of three books).

• Audiobooks are indicated by earbuds under the book cover. If you do not see earbuds, the title is an eBook.

• You can filter the results you see by using the “Preferences” option.

• Within lists of titles, there is a three-dot button on the right side of each listing. If the button is white, the title is available. If the button is grey, you will need to place a hold on that title. Tapping this button gives you a list of options for that title.
Reading an eBook

Follow these steps to open and read your eBook.

1. Tap “Shelf.”

2. Find the title you want to read and tap “Open Book” or “Open in Libby.” Note that if this is the first time you are reading an eBook in Libby, it will ask you to choose to read with Libby or Kindle. Since you are using the Libby app on your device, choosing to read in Libby is the most direct way to read your eBook.
Reading an eBook, continued

Once your eBook has opened, you can tap in the center of the screen to reveal the menus at the top and bottom of the screen. Tap in the center of the screen again to hide the menus.

Now he pattered around, picking up wine glasses and plates holding remnants of this week's treat. The members of the group took turns making a dish mentioned in the book under discussion. This week the town clerk had made a couple of killer pizzas for us to share, since Sherry Harris's I Know What You Bid Last Summer featured an Italian restaurant where Sarah Winston, the garage-sale-maven protagonist, often ate.

I stood to help Derrick but he waved me away. "I'll do it, sis," he said in a gruff tone. He was the private lighthouse's caretaker and I knew he liked to keep the place tidy, a trait we shared.

The group, ten strong tonight, exchanged farewells and filed down the circular staircase.

"What are we reading for next week?" I asked.
"Cracked to Death, remember?" Gin replied.
"That's right." It was the third book in Cheryl Hollon's Webb's Glass Shop Mysteries. The group had decided to begin this season with a book set in June—thus starting with last week's I know What You Bid Last Summer—and then move ahead a month every week, so we'd go through an entire year by the end of August. Cracked was described as taking place during the dog days of summer. Our group, which read exclusively cozy mysteries, had contacted the author to make sure that meant July. She'd assured us it did.

1 – Back: Returns you to your Loans page
2 – Search: Searches the title for keywords you enter
3 – Appearance: Changes the appearance of the eBook (text size, brightness, etc.)
4 – Bookmarks and Highlights: Accesses the bookmarks and highlights you create
5 – Bookmark: Bookmarks the page you are currently reading
6 – Title Details: Displays the details of the current title
7 – Status: Displays where you are in your book
8 – Chapters: Displays an interactive table of contents
Listening to an eAudiobook

Follow these steps to open and listen to your eAudiobook.

1. Tap “Shelf.”

2. Tap “Open Audiobook.”
Listening to an eAudiobook, continued

Once your eAudiobook has opened, you can tap in the center of the screen to reveal the menus at the top and bottom of the screen. Tap in the center of the screen again to hide the menus.

1 – Back: Returns you to your Loans page
2 – Playback Speed: Increases and decreases the playback speed
3 – Sleep Timer: Sets a timer for when your audiobook will stop playing
4 – Bookmarks and Highlights: Accesses the bookmarks and highlights you create
5 – Bookmark: Sets a time-stamped bookmark
6 – Rewind: Rewinds the book 15 seconds
7 – Play/Pause Button: Plays and pauses your audiobook
8 – Fast Forward: Fast forwards the book 15 seconds
9 – Status: Displays where you are in your audiobook
10 – Chapters: Displays an interactive table of contents
Returning a Title Early

Follow these steps to return a title early.

1. Tap “Shelf.”

2. Tap “Manage Loan” of the title you want return and tap “Return Early.”

3. Tap “Return” to confirm.
Renewing a Title

Follow the steps below to renew a title.

1. Click “Shelf.”

2. Tap “Expire soon. Renew?”

3. Tap “Renew Loan.”
Renewing a Title. continued

4. Tap “Renew” to confirm.

Please note that the title may download again to reflect the new due date.